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Abstract
The work deals with an analysis of the re-
sponse of 3D-reentrant honeycomb lattice
subjected to quasi-static uni-axial loading
using finite element method-based para-
metric simulations. The problem is de-
fined and solved both as static using the
implicit algorithm in Ansys APDL and
as dynamic with a strain-rate equivalent
to the strain-rate of the quasi-static ex-
periment using the explicit algorithm in
LS-DYNA. Two models of the structure
are presented, and the results of the simu-
lations are then compared with the results
of the real experiments.

Keywords: Finite Element Method,
Quasi-Static Uni-Axial Compression,
Implicit and Explicit Formulation,
Homogeneous and Porous Solid, Auxetic
Lattice

Supervisor:
Ing. Petr Koudelka, Ph.D.,
Ing. Jan Šleichrt

Abstrakt
Práce se zabývá analýzou odezvy 3D re-
entrant honeycomb struktury na kvazi-
statické zatížení jednoosým tlakem s vyu-
žitím konečně prvkových parametrických
simulací. Simulace jsou řešeny jako sta-
tický problém implicitním algoritmem
v programu ANSYS APDL a zároveň
jako dynamický problém s rychlostí de-
formace odpovídající kvazi-statickému ex-
perimentu explicitním algoritmem v pro-
gramu LS-DYNA. V práci jsou sestaveny
dva modely struktury a výsledky simulací
jsou porovnávány s daty ze skutečného
experimentu.

Klíčová slova: metoda konečných
prvků, kvazi-statický jednoosý tlak,
implicitní a explicitní formulace,
homogenní porézní materiál, auxetická
struktura

Překlad názvu: Numerické simulace
pro analýzu odezvy materiálů na
kvazi-statické zatížení
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With recent updates in the metal 3D printing technology and rising safety
standards in the transportation industry, research in the high energy absorp-
tion materials becomes important. Lattice structures offer not only high
energy absorption capabilities, but are also ultra-light, have higher specific
stiffness and high impact impedance [1]. Because the geometry of such struc-
tures might be very complex, numerical simulations are often used to analyse
their mechanical properties.

The finite element method represents a major breakthrough in the field of
computational mechanics [2]. With origins in 1940s, the finite element analysis
is a preferred analysis tool in the design of products and systems these days.
It enables to design or examine products with complex geometries, which
used to be impossible to perform. By using computer simulations rather than
physical objects, it is possible to save both time and money and obtain much
broader results without additional equipment [3].

This work uses FEA for parametric simulations of a quasi-static loading. The
objective is to analyze the response of a homogeneous cube and a 3D re-
entrant honeycomb lattice structure to a quasi-static uni-axial pressure loading
using finite element parametric simulations. Simulations are going to be first
defined as static and solved by an implicit algorithm in ANSYS APDL, then

3



1. Introduction .....................................
as dynamic with strain-rate corresponding to a quasi-static experiment and
solved by an explicit algorithm in LS-DYNA. In the simulations, parameters
like mesh density, used elements, strain-rate, or material model are going
to be varied. To perform these tasks, universal scripts for executing the
simulations with changeable input parameters are going to be first created for
each algorithm and each specimen. Then, different methods for automating
the simulation processes are going to be developed. In the end, simulation
results are going to be compared with the results of the already conducted
experiments on the same structure.

In chapter 2, fundamentals of the FEM are given together with a brief intro-
duction to additive manufacturing. Chapter 3 is devoted to the methodology
of simulations, and examined specimens are more closely introduced. Implicit
numerical simulations in ANSYS APDL are described in chapter 4 and ex-
plicit numerical simulations in LS-DYNA are described in chapter 5. Both
chapters are divided into two subchapters, each for one specimen. The final
chapter 6 is devoted to discussion of obtained results, and their applicability
is evaluated.
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Chapter 2

Selected theoretical topics

This chapter serves to present the reader with the topics that this work
deals with. It is closely focused on the specific subjects of the work and
provides an understandable overview of the discussed topics. Basic knowledge
of the principles described in this chapter is necessary for understanding the
following parts of the work.

2.1 Finite element method

The finite element method is a numerical method used for calculating approx-
imate solutions of problems in a wide range of fields, including structural me-
chanics, heat conduction, fluid dynamics, and electric and magnetic fields [4].
It is a very universal and robust method and currently holds a dominant
position among other numerical methods in the field of solid mechanics [5].

5



2. Selected theoretical topics ...............................
2.1.1 Analytical and numerical solution methods

Physics phenomena can be described by differential equations or by systems
of differential equations together with boundary conditions. For solving these
equations, there are two basic approaches - analytical solution or numerical
solution.

Analytical solution

When calculating the analytical solution, we look for the result in the form
of continuous functions, for the calculation of which mathematical analysis is
used. This approach is advantageous because the result is a general functional
dependency between the input and output variables. Such method can solve
similar types of problems by simply substituting new input parameters into
the already solved formula and expressing the output parameters. However,
the analytical solution is often limited to the simpler geometry of the problem,
the idealization of the material model, and a number of other theoretical
assumptions. In engineering practice, however, the geometry is often very
complex, the load is diverse, the material does not behave linearly, etc. In
such cases, the analytical solution might not even exist.

2.1.2 Numerical solution

Numerical calculations generally return approximate solutions. The basis of
numerical methods is the discretization process. The search for continuous
functions at all points in the system switches to the search for a finite
number of results in a finite number of steps. The numerical simulation
result is no longer a general functional dependency, but only a finite number
of results, the dependence of which on the input parameters is unknown.
Whenever the input parameters change, it is necessary to recalculate the
entire solution. Numerical methods often include iterative algorithms, which
are hardly possible to calculate without using a computational device. On

6



................................ 2.1. Finite element method

the other hand, these methods are adapted for efficient computer calculations.
The advantage of numerical methods is the possibility of solving a problem
that would be difficult or impossible to calculate analytically. The numerical
model can have very complex geometry, nonlinear material behaviour, and
other attributes for which analytical solutions do not have to exist [4].

2.1.3 Principles of FEM

The main idea of the FEM is the division of the model into a finite number
of smaller parts (elements) with finite dimensions. Because the mathematical
description of the behaviour of individual elements is relatively simple, be-
haviour of the whole model formed by these elements can also be described.
The simulation procedure can be divided into the following steps:

. Discretization. Formulation of elements behaviour. Assembling of the equations for the whole model. Setting of boundary conditions. Solution - getting primary variables. Postprocessing - calculating secondary variables [6]

The discretization process is called meshing, and as a result, a finite element
mesh is created. Elements make up the whole body of the model and are
interconnected through nodes. When densifying the mesh, the numerical
solution approaches the analytical solution corresponding to the continuous
problem. However, with a rising number of elements, the computation cost
rises too, so it is always necessary to find a reasonable balance.

The goal of the formulation of elements behaviour is to get equations of
motion

Fe = Kexe + Mex
′′
e , (2.1)

7



2. Selected theoretical topics ...............................
for dynamic analysis, or

Fe = Kexe (2.2)

for static analysis, which describe each element. Equation (2.1) is derived
from equation (2.2) by incorporating inertial forces according to the Newton’s
II. law and neglecting damping effects.

By assembling all equations for each element, we get the global equation of
motion

F = Kx+ Mx′′ , (2.3)

for dynamic analysis, or
F = Kx (2.4)

for static analysis, which describes the whole model. By applying boundary
conditions to the equation, it can be solved and the primary variables (vector
of displacement) are obtained. Because many engineering tasks also require
knowledge of other (secondary) variables (stress, strain, etc.), these can be
calculated in the postprocessing part from obtained displacements.

2.1.4 Implicit and explicit algorithm

FEM simulations can be solved using two different algorithms - implicit
and explicit. Choice of the proper algorithm is mostly determined by the
duration of the problem. For slow-movement long-duration problems (e.g.,
material creep), the implicit method is preferred, while for fast-movement
short-duration problems (e.g., impact involved analysis), the explicit method is
recommended [7]. Reasons for this are going to be clarified in this subsection.

While the implicit algorithm can solve both static and dynamic problems as
they are, the explicit algorithm can directly solve only dynamic problems.
This drawback, however, might be bypassed by rephrasing the static problem
to a quasi-static one. Because this work deals with implicit simulations of a
static problem and explicit simulations of a dynamic problem, these instances
will be described.

8



................................ 2.1. Finite element method

Implicit

Implicit solution of a linear static problem would be prescribed by the equation

F = Kx , (2.5)

which is relatively easy to solve. Because nonlinearities are present in the
simulations throughout this work (such as nonlinear material model, large
deformations, and large rotations), stiffness matrix K is actually dependent
on the vector of displacement x as in equation 2.6.

F = K(x)x (2.6)

For the solution of such a system of equations, Ansys APDL uses the Newton-
Rhapson algorithm, which is a numerical root-finding iterative algorithm.
It produces successively better approximations of the roots until APDL
convergence criteria are met [8, 9].

This algorithm is unconditionally stable, which means that no matter how long
time-step is chosen (note that, as the analysis is static, time corresponds only
to a measure of deformation and has actually nothing to do with a real time),
the solution will not diverge. Because at every load-step, the computationally
demanding equation 2.6 has to be solved, choosing the time-step as long as
possible is recommended [4].

9



2. Selected theoretical topics ...............................
Explicit

Explicit solution of a dynamic problem would be prescribed by the equation

F = Kx+ Mx′′ . (2.7)

For the explicit algorithm, LS-DYNA uses the finite difference method [10].
From the differential formulas, relations for velocity and acceleration can be
expressed

x′n+1 = xn+1 − xn
∆t , (2.8)

x′′n+1 = x′n+1 − x′n
∆t . (2.9)

By combining equations (2.8) and (2.9), vector of accelerations can be ap-
proximated by the vectors of deformations

x′′n+1 = xn+1 − 2xn + xn−1
∆t2 . (2.10)

By putting together equations (2.7) and (2.10), we obtain a formula for
calculating the vector of displacements at time tn+1 from the vectors of
displacements at two previous time-steps

M
∆t2xn+1 = Fn − Kxn + M2xn − xn−1

∆t2 . (2.11)

As LD-DYNA uses a diagonal mass matrix for computing, the vector of
displacements xn+1 can be relatively easily obtained from this equation [10].

10



................................ 2.1. Finite element method

The solution of an explicit algorithm is conditionally stable. The stable
solution can be obtained only by keeping time-step sufficiently small, i.e.,
smaller than the critical time-step tc, which for one element is calculated as

∆tc = lc√
E
ρ

, (2.12)

where lc is the characteristic dimension of the element. As a characteristic
dimension, LS-DYNA uses the volume of the element Ve over the area of its
largest side Ae,max for hexahedrons and the element’s minimal altitude for
tetrahedrons [11]. Critical time-step for the whole model is then determined
by the smallest time-step required by all elements. In LS-DYNA simulations,
time-step 0.9 · tc is used by default [12].

Time-step in explicit algorithms is usually 100 − 1000× smaller than the
one used in implicit algorithms. However, the solution of every iteration is
much less computational demanding than in an implicit algorithm. Because
there are so many time-steps and because after every time-step the stiffness
matrix is updated according to the current state, there is no need for iterative
algorithms in the root-finding procedure as in explicit algorithm [6].

Computation time acceleration

Sometimes the available hardware might not be powerful enough to accommo-
date simulations that one would like to perform. Therefore, it is important
to know what techniques might be used to shorten their computation time.
Even though getting more powerful hardware would work, it is not always
feasible. Some other simulation settings-based techniques used in this work
will be described.

For both implicit and explicit simulations, the computation time can be
reduced by using less dense mesh and simpler element formulations. Despite
both of these cases generally leading to lower accuracy of results, a reasonable
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2. Selected theoretical topics ...............................
balance between accuracy and low computation time always needs to be
found.

For implicit simulations, a longer time-step can be used to speed up simula-
tions. The drawback of prolonging the time-step is obtaining fewer points
from which the results can be read. Even though the results can be acquired
from sub-steps, which are smaller steps in each time-step when Newton-
Rhapson’s algorithm is performed, to get results from evenly spaced data
points, appropriate time-step to get the desired data from the simulation
must be chosen.

For explicit simulations, two main approaches are used. The first one is
simply shortening the simulation time, which was done either by speeding
up the deformation or by deforming the object to a smaller extent. The
other approach is to prolong the time-step by mass scaling. Mass scaling is a
process in which a nonphysical mass is added to the elements so that their
critical time-step tc is longer (according to equation 2.12). This is done in a
selective manner where the density of smaller elements is increased so that
their critical time-step gets longer [12,13].

2.1.5 Material models

A material model is a mathematical description of material behaviour under
loading. When performing FEM simulations, the selection of a correct material
model is crucial. Even though material properties are predetermined by the
material microstructure, the material model is usually defined according
to the results of experiments with macro samples. In the figure 2.1 real
deformation curve from a compression test is shown.

In this work, two material models are considered - linear and bilinear with
isotropic hardening. Despite the fact that a more detailed material model
would yield more accurate results, it is not always preferred. A more detailed
material model comes with a higher computational cost. Moreover, it is not
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Figure 2.1: Engineering stress-strain curve
from an experimental compression test [14].

always possible to determine the material model in sufficient detail due to a
lack of experimental data for the given material.

Linear elastic material model

For a linear material model, Hooke’s law is assumed to be in effect in the
whole spectrum of deformations. Although this is accurate only to the yield
point, the main advantage is low computational complexity. Even though
the real material does not behave in this way, since plastic deformations are
not expected for most manufactured products, linear elastic material model
is very suitable in certain cases. Parameters characterizing this model are
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio.

arctan(E)arctan(E)

stress

strain

Figure 2.2: Linear material model.
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2. Selected theoretical topics ...............................
Bilinear material model with isotropic hardening

This model is approximated by two linear functions, each corresponding to the
elastic and plastic deformation, respectively. The deformation curve starts as
the elastic material model, but after reaching the yield point (Re), the slope
of the curve is changed from E to Etan. As can be seen by comparing the
graphs in figures 2.1 and 2.3, this bilinear approximation actually captures
the experimental data very well.

arctan(E)arctan(E)

arctan(Earctan(Etantan))

stress

strain

Re

Figure 2.3: Bilinear material model.

This deformation curve would look the same for a bilinear model with kine-
matic hardening. The difference between these types is the transformation
of the yield surface. It remains the same shape but expands with increas-
ing stress for isotropic hardening and remains the same shape and size but
translates in stress space for kinematic hardening [15]. Such difference would
become visible under unloading. However, since only monotonic loads are
considered in this thesis, the difference is insignificant, and a model with
isotropic hardening will be used. Such a material model is characterized
by four constants - Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, Yield strength, and
tangential modulus [16,17].
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................................ 2.2. Additive manufacturing

2.2 Additive manufacturing

Additive manufacturing (AM), popularly known as 3D printing, is a revolu-
tionary industrial technology. It is defined as the "process of joining materials
to make parts from 3D model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to
subtractive manufacturing and formative manufacturing methodologies" [18].
Such manufactured components can be fabricated with an unprecedented
degree of freedom and can be printed from a wide range of materials, including
metals, ceramics, and polymers [19]. Currently, there are 7 AM methods -
binder jetting, directed energy deposition, material extrusion, material jetting,
powder bed fusion, sheet lamination and vat photopolymerization [18]. As
the examined structure was printed by the powder bed fusion (PBF) method,
attention will be focused on this method.

2.2.1 Powder bed fusion

PBF is defined as the "process in which thermal energy selectively fuses
regions of a powder bed" [18]. This method can be further divided into two
subcategories according to the energy source—laser-based PBF for laser and
electron beam-based PBF for a beam of electrons.

The whole manufacturing process takes place in a closed chamber filled with
vacuum or inert gas (see fig. 2.4). The object in production is submerged in the
powder with an additional thin layer sitting on top. The heat source selectively
melts regions of the powder, which bond with the object, contributing to its
final shape. After the whole layer is sintered, the platform moves down by a
thickness of the layer, and a new powder is dispersed by the powder roller on
the top again. This process repeats until the final object is done [20].
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2. Selected theoretical topics ...............................

Figure 2.4: Scheme of powder bed fusion manufacturing process [21].
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Chapter 3

Methodology of simulations and examined
specimens

To achieve the objectives of the work, the simulations will first be defined as
static and solved by an implicit algorithm in Ansys APDL. In the next part
as dynamic with a strain-rate corresponding to a quasi-static experiment and
solved by an explicit algorithm in LS-DYNA. For this, parametric simulations
will be used, in which mesh density, mesh type and used elements will be
varied. Additionally, different models of the structure will be explored for
implicit solution, as well as two deformation speed modes and strain-rates for
the explicit one.

The number of simulations on the structure needed to capture all combinations
of input parameters is too high. In order to limit the number of simulations
to a reasonable amount, a set of similar simulations will be first tested
on an imaginary specimen - a homogeneous cube. By doing so, it will be
possible to determine how the input parameters contribute to the results, and
inappropriate input parameters will then be omitted in simulations on the
structure.

As a partial measure of the effectiveness of individual simulations, the time
needed to solve them will be used. Therefore, all calculations were performed
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3. Methodology of simulations and examined specimens ...................
on the same computer with a 12-core Intel Xeon W-2265 processor, each
core with a base frequency of 3.5 GHz and two threads [22]. The amount
of available RAM was 256 GB but this value has never been reached. The
graphics card was not used for calculation acceleration. Licenses of the
software did not allow to reach the maximal CPU potential. During the
simulations in APDL, the typical CPU utilization was about 48 %, and only
one simulation at a time could be solved. For the simulations in LS-DYNA,
the utilization was about 4.5 % per simulation, and up to 20 simulations
could be solved simultaneously.

3.1 Homogeneous cube

The homogeneous cube sample was chosen with an edge length of 10 mm, as
it approximately corresponds to the edge size of the structure. Model of the
cube is shown in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Model of the cube

3.2 3D printed lattice structure

The model of the 3D printed lattice structure is shown in the figure 3.2. It
is a 3D re-entrant honeycomb lattice structure, which, thanks to the unique
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.............................. 3.2. 3D printed lattice structure

internal arrangement of the beams, has a negative Poisson’s ratio in all three
directions [23]. The structure was chosen for this work thanks to its interesting
mechanical properties and also performed experiments, which can be used to
validate the results of the simulations.

Figure 3.2: Model of the structure.

The actual samples were printed on an AM 250 device (Renishaw, UK) using
the L-PBF (Laser Powder Bed Fusion) method by laser sintering of austenitic
316L-0407 stainless steel powder composed of iron with 16-18 % chromium,
10-14 % nickel, 2-3 % molybdenum. With a maximum carbon content of up
to 0.03 %, this is a modification of the standard SS316L alloy [24,25].

The nominal dimensions of the sample are 12.0 × 12.0 × 13.0 mm (width ×
depth × height) with nominal porosity of 72.3 %, the number of cells in the
structure is 2 × 2 × 3 (along the width × depth × height). The cross section
of the beams in the structure is square-shaped with an edge length of 0.6 mm.
The dimensional parameters of the structure cells are shown in figure 3.3 and
described in table 3.1.
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Figure 3.3: Scheme of dimensional parameters
of the structure cells (in proportion).

label value unit
h 4.054 mm
l 2.194 mm
t 0.6 mm
ϕ 60 ◦

Table 3.1: Dimensional parameters of the structure cells.

3.3 Material model

Both specimens were assigned the same material model, which is based on
already performed experiments on printed material samples. The source
of data for the material model was the material data sheet provided by
the manufacturer [26], the article [14], in which the yield strength and the
tangential modulus of elasticity were established, and dissertation [27], which
dealt with structures printed by the same method from the same material,
while the parameters used in it are based on the previous two sources.

The manufacturer’s material data sheet shows Young’s modulus of elasticity
and the yield strength for two angles (0◦ and 90◦) between the direction of
printing and the direction of deformation. The results were carried out from
a quasi-static tensile test according to the ASTM E8 standard.
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....................................3.3. Material model

The outcomes of the article are the yield strength and the tangential modulus
of elasticity for three angles (0◦, 45◦ and 90◦) between the direction of printing
and the direction of deformation determined from the quasi-static pressure
test. Since the deformation was determined from the displacement of the
cross-head using an extensometer, it is not possible to reliably determine
Young’s modulus of elasticity from these data, and other conclusions of this
work must also be taken with caution.

Material constants from these three sources are listed in table 3.2.

source
angle E Re Etan ρ

[°] [GPa] [MPa] [GPa] [g/cm3]

material data 0 190 ± 10 494 ± 14 -
7.99

sheet [26] 90 197 ± 4 547 ± 3 -

article [14]
0 - 415 ± 34 2.48 ± 0.13

7.52 ± 0.1745 - 443 ± 4 2.32 ± 0.12
90 - 496 ± 33 2.23 ± 0.11

dissertation [27] - 206 520 2.32 7.52

Table 3.2: Material model parameters from different sources (values used for
determining the parameters of the material model are highlighted).

Although the material showed signs of anisotropy due to the manufacturing
process, the material model was considered isotropic in this work. There
were not enough experiments carried out to validate each other’s results, the
parameters from the performed experiments do not really match, and the
measurement errors are significant. This decision will also help to maintain
the simplicity and clarity of the simulations.

For the purposes of this thesis, Young’s modulus of elasticity was considered
as the average of the average of the moduli of elasticity from the material
data sheet and the modulus of elasticity used in the cited dissertation. Yield
strength was considered as the average yield strength from the material data
sheet. Tangential modulus was considered as the average of tangential moduli
from the article. Density was considered as the average of the densities from
the material data sheet and the article. The Poisson’s ratio of the material was
considered 0.3. Material parameters used in the simulations are summarised
in the table 3.3.
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3. Methodology of simulations and examined specimens ...................
material property label value unit
Young’s modulus E 200 GPa
Poisson’s ratio µ 0.3 −
Yield strength Re 520 MPa
Tangential modulus Etan 2.34 GPa
Density ρ 7.76 g/cm3

Table 3.3: Parameters of the material model used in the simulations

Since one material model, which will be used in the chapter 5, requires as
input the shear modulus G and the bulk modulus K, these two moduli were
calculated from the determined constants according to formulas (3.1) and
(3.2).

G = E

2(1 + ν) = 79 GPa (3.1)

K = E

3(1 − 2ν) = 172 GPa (3.2)

To define the contact between elements in the subchapter 5.3, the static
coefficient of friction µs and the dynamic coefficient of friction µd were
determined [10,28].

µs = 0.78 (3.3)

µd = 0.42 (3.4)

3.4 Validation of numerical results with
experimental results

An essential part of numerical simulations is the validation of the obtained
results. Although no actual experiment has been performed on the cube,
the verification of the obtained results will be relatively straightforward.
Because it is a very simple shape, the deformation curve obtained from the
cube simulations should correspond to the deformation curve of the chosen
material model.
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..................3.4. Validation of numerical results with experimental results

Results from the simulations of the structure are going to be validated
differently. There was an experiment performed with the structure - quasi-
static uni-axial pressure test using Instron 3382 device with a cross-head speed
of 0.5 mm/min to a maximum overall deformation of 50 %. Using digital
image correlation, the displacements were read from 6 points marked in the
figure 3.4 and the deformation was taken as the average of the approaches
of these three pairs of points. The value 8.106 mm marked in the figure was
taken as the initial length l0 both in the experiment and in this work [27].

Figure 3.4: Points from which the displacements were read in the experiment.
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Chapter 4

Implicit numerical simulations in ANSYS
APDL

The objective of this chapter is to perform several simulations with different
input parameters in the APDL programming language separately for both
specimens, from which the necessary results will be obtained and processed.
Although it would be possible to write only one script in APDL for each
specimen to perform all simulations, with a lack of advanced functions, this
code would be long and confusing. For easier results processing and plots
production, it would still be necessary to use other programming tools too.
Therefore, the entire core of automation was written only in the Matlab pro-
gramming environment, where it is possible to define simulation parameters,
generate scripts for APDL, load the calculated results, and process them,
with one script for each specimen.

4.1 Cube

This subchapter is dedicated to parametric implicit simulations of the quasi-
static deformation of the homogeneous cube presented in the subchapter
3.1.
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4. Implicit numerical simulations in ANSYS APDL......................

(a) : Mapped mesh. (b) : Free mesh.

Figure 4.1: Example of mapped and free mesh with 10 elements along the edge.

4.1.1 Investigated simulation parameters

Simulations were mainly focused on the parameters presented in this section.

Mesh density

The mesh density was controlled by the number of elements along all edges
of the cube. Simulations were created for the number of elements along the
edge in the range of 1-20.

Mesh type

Two mesh types were used in the simulations, which are referred to in APDL
as mapped and free. The mapped mesh is formed by regularly arranged
hexagonal elements, while the free mesh consists of tetrahedral elements
formed by the APDL meshing algorithm. An example of these two types of
mesh with 10 elements along the edge is shown in figure 4.1.
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........................................ 4.1. Cube

Elements

A hexagonal linear element SOLID185 and a hexagonal quadratic element
SOLID186 were used for the mapped mesh. For the free mesh, the same
elements were used as for the mapped mesh (both elements allow merging
of several nodes together to create a tetrahedral element), together with the
tetrahedral linear element SOLID285 and the tetrahedral quadratic element
SOLID187. The nodes of all used elements have 3 DoFs - translations in the
direction of the axes x, y, and z. All elements support plasticity and large
deformations [29]. Schemes of all used elements are shown in figure 4.2.

4.1.2 Principles of simulations

The APDL_cube_deformation script first stores the current time on the
computer for later determination of the calculation time. The command TB,
BISO defines bilinear material model and the command ET the element type.

The geometry of the model is created by first defining the eight keypoints that
make up the corners of the cube. Between the respective pairs of keypoints, 12
lines are created, which are divided by the command LESIZE into the number
of parts corresponding to the selected mesh density. From the respective four
lines, six surfaces are then formed, which form the walls of the cube, by which
the volume of the cube is finally created.

Then, depending on the simulation parameters, the MSHKEY command
defines the mesh type (mapped or free), and the MSHAPE command defines
the element type (tetrahedral or hexahedral). The VMESH command then
meshes the volume of the cube.

Subsequently, the bottom wall of the cube is flexibly supported so that a
zero displacement in the z-axis direction (i.e., in the deformation direction)
is introduced to all nodes lying thereon. Zero displacements in the plane of
the base and perpendicular to the edge are also introduced to the nodes at
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4. Implicit numerical simulations in ANSYS APDL......................

(a) : Default element SOLID185.

(b) : Modification of element
SOLID185 into a tetrahedral

element.

(c) : Default element SOLID186.

(d) : Modification of element
SOLID186 into a tetrahedral

element.

(e) : Tetrahedral element SOLID187. (f) : Tetrahedral element SOLID285.

Figure 4.2: Schemes of SOLID type elements
used in simulations with the cube [29].

two adjacent edges of the base. The support is shown in figure 4.3. The cube
is supported in such a way that when deformed, the cube is free to expand
yet held in its place.
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........................................ 4.1. Cube

Figure 4.3: Illustration of supporting the base of the cube
(blue "pyramids" indicate translation constrains of the nodes

at their tips in the direction in which they point).

Furthermore, in the individual load-steps, the introduction of forced displace-
ment to the nodes of the upper wall and the solution of such loaded model
repeats iteratively. After calculating all load-steps, the reaction forces in the
upper wall at each load-step are together with the relative deformation and
the solution time stored in the results folder named results_id.txt, where id
is the identification number of the simulation.

4.1.3 Automation

The whole process of creating and calculating simulations and loading and
processing results was automated into a few steps. An overview of the
automation process is in figure 4.4.

Prerequisites

The following folders and files must be stored in the same directory for proper
functioning (see figure 4.5):
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Matlab_central_script_APDL_cube.m 

Matlab_central_script_APDL_cube.m 

Scripts/apps: Inputs/outputs: 

parameters_n.txt files 

results_n.txt files 

APDL_run_all_simulations_cube.txt 

APDL_cube_deformation.txt 

parameters of the script 

graphs and other results 

preprocessing 

solution 

postprocessing 

Ansys APDL 

Figure 4.4: Block diagram of the simulations
performation process in APDL with the cube.

. folder APDL - working directory for APDL. folder parameters - parameters of the individual simulations will be
generated here. folder results - results of the individual simulations will be saved here. file func_area_between_curves.m - function which calculates the area
between 2 curves. file Matlab_central_script_APDL_cube.m - script which is the founda-
tion of the automation process. file APDL_cube_deformation.txt - script for the cube deformation simu-
lation. file APDL_run_all_simulations_cube.txt - script, which runs all gener-
ated simulations

Figure 4.5: Necessary items in the directory.
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Conduction of parametric simulations

The generation of simulation parameters was done using the script Mat-
lab_central_script_APDL_cube.m in the Matlab environment. In the section
Parameters of this script, parameters of the script can be defined. It is first
necessary to select that the simulation parameters will be generated, select
desired parameters of the simulations in sections Constants and Simulation
parameters and run the script. An illustration of the script set to generate
parameter files for APDL with the parameters that were used in subsection
4.1.4 is shown in the figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Illustration of the defined constants and parameters in Matlab.

By running the script set in this way, files named parameters_id.txt are
created in the parameters folder for all possible combinations of the input
parameters. An example of one parameter file is in figure 4.7.

At the same time, a script named APDL_run_all_simulations_cube.txt is
created (or updated) in the directory of the script (example in figure 4.8).

This script has to be loaded into the APDL, where it alternately loads the
parameter files and the script for the cube deformation simulation. After
each simulation, the results_id.txt file is saved in the results folder, which
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of a .txt file with parameters.

Figure 4.8: Illustration of the APDL script which runs all the simulations.

contains data of the deformation curve and the computation time. An example
is in figure 4.9.

After completing the computation of all simulations, the result files can be
automatically loaded into one complete table by running the script Mat-
lab_central_script_APDL_cube.m again (this time set to process results).
Example can be seen in figure 4.10. The data sorted in this way are then
easy to work with and are ready for further processing.
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Figure 4.9: Illustration of a .txt file with results (left to right:
strain [-], reaction force [N], computation time [s]).

Figure 4.10: Illustration of the database of the parameters and results.

4.1.4 Simulations set 1

This set of simulations is focused on determining the usability of different
mesh types, mesh densities, and elements.

Used parameters

A total of 120 simulations were performed, in which the mesh density, mesh
type, and used elements were varied. For both mesh types and their corre-
sponding elements, 20 simulations were created with numbers of elements
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along the edge in the range of 1-20. Used parameters are summarised in
figure 4.11.

 

 MESH DENSITY ELEMENTS MESH TYPE 

1-20 

FREE 

MAPPED 

185, 186, 
187, 285 

185, 186 

Figure 4.11: Scheme of used parameters for
simulations set 1 with the cube in APDL.

The cube was deformed to a maximum relative deformation of 2 % at 100
LS. The maximum relative deformation of 2 % was chosen because in the
simulations that preceded the appropriate choice of parameters, it was found
that after exceeding the yield strength, the deformation curves only oscillate
around the prescribed deformation curve. Increasing the maximum deforma-
tion would therefore not bring any new data. 100 LS were chosen to obtain a
relatively detailed stress-strain curve with acceptable computation needs.

Results

The area between the prescribed deformation curve given by the material
model and the calculated deformation curve was used as a measure to quantify
the correctness or incorrectness of the presented results. The graph of the
error dependence on the number of elements for different elements is shown
in the figure 4.12.

From the graph in the figure 4.12 it can be seen that tetrahedral elements
are inaccurate in a sparse mesh and gradually get better as the mesh gets
denser, while the linear and quadratic elements give very similar results, and
it is not possible to determine which one is more accurate. At the same time,
it can be seen that the free mesh results of elements 185 and 285 overlap,
as do the free mesh results of elements 186 and 187. This suggests that the
formulation of these two pairs is identical. For a mapped mesh, the solution
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Figure 4.12: Error of the solution plotted against the mesh density for multiple
elements (dashed line - linear element, dotted line - quadratic element; cube -

hexahedral elements, triangle - tetrahedral elements by default, star - hexahedral
elements degenerated to tetrahedral elements).

error is intuitively higher than for a free mesh. The error in the mapped mesh
varies significantly with the mesh density, but it is not possible to determine
whether an increasing or decreasing trend prevails. The global difference in
solution errors between linear and quadratic elements is not apparent.

It is necessary to clarify that although errors in the solutions were found,
in all cases, the errors are so small that every numerical simulation can be
considered almost correct. The largest relative error between the calculated
and prescribed stress was found in the mapped mesh with five SOLID185
elements along the edge in the 46th load-step and was only 6 · 10−6 %, which
might be just a computational error.

Figure 4.13 shows the deformation curves for all elements and mesh types
with MD of 20. Here, it can also be seen that the graphs of the free mesh
simulations for both the default and degenerated tetrahedral elements are
identical.
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(a) : free mesh, element 185
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(b) : mapped mesh, element 185
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(c) : free mesh, element 186
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(d) : mapped mesh, element 186
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(e) : free mesh, element 187
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(f) : free mesh, element 285

Figure 4.13: Comparison of prescribed and numerical deformation curves for mesh
with density of 20 elements along the side of the cube for different elements and

mesh types (difference between prescribed and numerical curves is scaled by a factor
of 5 · 106 for mapped mesh and by a factor of 5 · 107 for free mesh).
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The figure 4.14 shows the computation time dependency on the mesh density.
The simulations with the mapped mesh using element 185 were the most
time-saving, while the free mesh simulations with element 186 were the most
time-consuming, where the difference was more than an order of magnitude.
In all cases (excluding simulations lasting dozens of seconds), the simulations
with linear elements were more time-efficient than the simulations with their
quadratic counterparts. There can also be seen a significant difference in
computation time for the free mesh between the default tetrahedron and the
default hexahedron elements. The longest simulation lasted 44 minutes.
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Figure 4.14: Computation time plotted against number
of elements along the side of the cube

During the simulations, the reaction forces in the side supports, which prevent
rigid body motion, were also checked. These were nonzero in several randomly
selected simulations but insignificant in comparison with the reaction forces
in the direction of deformation.

4.1.5 Conclusion of the subchapter

It was found that in simulations of uniaxial cube deformation, the choice
between a linear or quadratic element has no significant effect on the obtained
results. It has also been shown that hexagonal elements degenerated into
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tetrahedrons give the same results as their tetrahedral equivalents. The
mesh density affects the results, but only regarding the free mesh, where the
accuracy increases with rising mesh density. In the mapped mesh simulations,
the accuracy of the results does not globally change as the mesh density
increases. The accuracy of the results is thus significantly better for the free
mesh than for the mapped mesh. However, even the results from the mapped
mesh simulations are very accurate, as the largest relative error between the
calculated stress and the prescribed stress was only 6 · 10−6 %.

Because the deformation curves from the simulations exactly corresponded
to the prescribed deformation curve of the material model, it is up to the
user whether he will tune the material model to the engineering deformation
curve or the real deformation curve. The final deformation curve will always
correspond to the defined material model, so it is only a matter of what
results one wants to receive.
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4.2 Auxetic structure

This subchapter is dedicated to parametric implicit simulations of quasi-static
deformation of the structure presented in subsection 3.2.

4.2.1 Investigated simulation parameters

Simulations were mainly focused on the parameters presented in this section.

Model type

Two models were used in the simulations - the basic one consisting of SOLID
type elements and a simplified one using the beam analogy of the structure
consisting of BEAM type elements.

.Basic solid model
The basic model, which is based on the computer model according to
which the structure was printed, is represented by the volume of the
structure meshed by solid-type elements. An example of the model for
different mesh densities is in figures 4.16 and 4.17.. Simplified beam model
Because the structure is composed of a large number of regularly arranged
beams, a simplified model using beam-type elements was created in
addition to the basic model. The geometry will not be given by the volume
of the body but only by lines representing the beams of the structure,
to which the stiffness will be assigned. Thanks to such simplification,
this model will contain much fewer elements than the basic model, and
the computation time will be significantly reduced. At the same time,
however, this model comes with a fundamental shortcoming, which is
the incorrect deformation at the beam joints. While beam joints in the
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basic model correspond to the real structure, the beams in the simplified
model meet only at one single point, and can thus deform too freely (see
figure 4.15). Due to the dimensional parameters of the structure, the
ratio l′/l is equal to 0.53, i.e., only 53 % of the re-entrant beams deform
in the desired unlimited way. While the remaining 47 % of the beam is
already connected to the neighboring beams in the real structure (as well
as in the basic model), in this simplified model, the beam can be freely
deformed along its entire length. Thus, such a model can be expected
to be significantly more flexible than the basic model. An example of a
simplified model is shown in figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.15: Models comparison in real proportion (grey -
basic model, red - simplified model).

Mesh density

In the case of the basic model, the density of the mesh was controlled by
the size of the element, which was chosen so that its n-multiples exactly
fill the length of the cross-sectional edge of the beams. In other words, the
mesh density was given by the number of elements that will be along the
cross-sectional edge of the beams in the structure. Simulations were created
for the number of elements along the cross-sectional edge in the range of 1-3.
The model with one element along the edge of the cross-section is shown in
figure 4.16, the model MD of 3 is shown in figure 4.17. Table 4.1 summarises
the numbers of elements and nodes of this model for different mesh densities.
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elements along total nodes with nodes with
the CS edge elements lin. elements quad. elements

1 39 841 13 886 80 823
2 195 255 54 947 346 425
3 553 629 134 395 903 330

Table 4.1: Number of elements and nodes in the models
of the structure using SOLID elements

In the simplified model, the mesh density was controlled by the number of
elements that make up each beam of the structure. Simulations were created
for the number of elements on the beam in the range of 1-20. The model
with mesh density 10 is shown in figure 4.18.

(a) : Whole structure.

(b) : Detail.

Figure 4.16: Mesh of the solid model of the structure
with one element along the edge of the CS.

Elements

In the basic model, the SOLID285 and SOLID187 elements presented in the
subsection 4.1.1 were varied.
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(a) : Whole structure.

(b) : Detail.

Figure 4.17: Mesh of the solid model of the structure
with three elements along the edge of the CS.

(a) : Whole structure.

(b) : Detail.

Figure 4.18: Mesh of the beam model of the
structure with five elements along the beams.

The linear element BEAM188 and the quadratic element BEAM189 were
varied in the beam model. Their schemes are shown in figure 4.19. Nodes of
these elements have 6 DoFs - translations in the direction of x, y, and z axes
and rotations around these axes.
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Both elements are based on Tymoshenko’s beam theory, which includes the
effects of shear stresses presented in the beam, and are suitable for large
rotations and deformations in nonlinear applications [29].

(a) : Element BEAM188. (b) : Element BEAM189.

Figure 4.19: Schemes of BEAM type elements
used in simulations with the structure [29].

4.2.2 Principles of simulations

The script APDL_structure_deformation_solid controlling the simulation
of the basic structure model is in many ways identical to the script defor-
mation_cube_APDL presented in the subsection 4.1.2. The difference is
mainly in the creation of the geometry of the structure, which does not need
to be modeled, and which is only imported using command IGESIN in the
.iges format. The mesh density is then controlled by defining the size of the
element with the ESIZE command. The most distinct attribute is reading
the results. While the structure is supported and deformed in the same way
as the cube, the displacement is not read from the displacement of the top
plate nodes but is read from the nodes closest to the middle of the joint faces
shown in figure 4.20. The displacement was read from these 12 marked joints
in two perpendicular planes, and the deformation was taken as the average
of the approaches of these six pairs of nodes. In addition, the standard
deviation from these values was calculated, which indicates the measure of
the asymmetry of the deformation. The value 8.106 mm was taken as the
initial length l0. In this way, the greatest possible correspondence with the
performed experiment is achieved.
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Figure 4.20: Points from which the displacements were read.

The main characteristic of the APDL_structure_deformation_beam script
controlling the simulation of the simplified beam model is defining the model
geometry. The geometry is created thanks to the repeated cellular structure
of the cube and its central and axial symmetry by using several nested
cycles. The support of the structure was modeled in accordance with the
real structure, where the upper and lower beams are clamped to the upper
and lower plates. Because these plates are assumed to deform only slightly
compared to the rest of the structure, all DoFs are removed from all upper and
lower nodes in simulations with this simplified model. The only exceptions are
the upper nodes of the structure, for which a forced displacement is defined
instead of removing the translation DoF in the direction of the z-axis. The
displacements of this simplified model were read in the same beam joints
as in the basic model. Instead of searching for the nearest node, however,
thanks to the deterministic mesh, displacements were always calculated from
the same nodes exactly in the beam joints. Although the distance between
the top and bottom displacement-reading nodes differs slightly from the basic
model, the initial length of l0 was chosen identically to the basic model to
ensure comparability of the results.
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4.2.3 Automation

The whole process of automation of simulations with structure is based on
the automation of simulations with a cube presented in subsection 4.1.3.
Nevertheless, there are a few differences. An overview of the automation
process is in figure 4.21.

  

Matlab_central_script_APDL_structure.m 

Matlab_central_script_APDL_structure.m 

Scripts/apps: Inputs/outputs: 

parameters_n.txt files 

results_n.txt files 

APDL_run_all_simulations_structure.txt 

APDL_structure_deformation_beam.txt 

parameters of the script 

graphs and other results 

preprocessing 

solution 

postprocessing 

Ansys APDL 

APDL_structure_deformation_solid.txt 

structure model 

Figure 4.21: Block diagram of the simulations performation
process in APDL with the structure.

Prerequisites

The following folders and files must be stored in the same directory for proper
functioning (see figure 4.22):

. folder APDL - working directory for APDL. folder model - model of the structure is saved in .iges format here. folder parameters - parameters of the individual simulations will be
generated here. folder results - results of the individual simulations will be saved here
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. file Matlab_central_script_APDL_structure.m - script which is the

foundation of the automation process. file APDL_run_all_simulations_structure.txt - script, which runs all
generated simulations. file APDL_structure_deformation_beam.txt - script for the simulation
of the deformation of the beam-modelled structure. file APDL_structure_deformation_solid.txt - script for the simulation
of the deformation of the solid-modelled structure

Figure 4.22: Necessary items in the directory.

Conduction of parametric simulations

Very similarly to the simulations with the cube, the generation of simulation
parameters was done using the scriptMatlab_central_script_APDL_structure.m
in the Matlab environment. An illustration of the script set to generate param-
eter files for APDL with the parameters that were used in the first simulations
set (subsection 4.2.4) is shown in figure 4.23.

Parameter files generated prior to computing the simulations are very similar
to those in simulations with the cube. An example of one parameter file is in
figure 4.24.

Also, the script APDL_run_all_simulations_structure.txt that runs all sim-
ulations and which is created while generating parameter files is very similar
to its cube counterpart. Illustration is shown in figure 4.25.
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Figure 4.23: Illustration of the defined constants and parameters in Matlab.

Figure 4.24: Illustration of a .txt file with parameters.

The result files look almost the same. Only one extra column is added, which
contains the standard deviation of the strain. An example is in figure 4.26.

After completing the computations of all simulations, the result files can
also be automatically loaded into one complete table by running the script
Matlab_central_script_APDL_cube.m set for processing the results again.
An example of the sorted data can be seen in the picture 4.27.
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Figure 4.25: Illustration of the APDL script which runs all the simulations.

Figure 4.26: Illustration of a .txt file with results (left to right: strain [-],
reaction force [N], standard deviation [N], computation time [s]).

Figure 4.27: Illustration of the database of the parameters and results.

4.2.4 Simulations set 1

This set of simulations is focused on the comparison of the two structure
models as well as the contribution of mesh density and elements to the results.
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Used parameters

A total of 46 simulations were performed. Six simulations used the basic
model for both solid elements and all three mesh densities, 40 simulations
used the simplified model for both beam elements and all 20 mesh densities.
Used parameters are summarised in figure 4.28.

  MODEL ELEMENTS MESH DENSITY 

BASIC 

SIMPLIFIED 

1-3 

187, 285 

188, 189 

1-20 

Figure 4.28: Scheme of used parameters for
simulations set 1 with the structure in APDL.

The structure was also deformed to a maximum overall relative deformation
of 2 %, but at 20 LS. This maximum deformation was chosen due to the poor
convergence of the most simplified models close to deformation of 3 %. 20 LS
were chosen to reduce the computation time.

Results

The graph in the figure 4.29 shows the deformation curves of the selected
simulations. Indeed, the assumption that the simplified structure model
will be significantly more flexible than the basic structure model has been
confirmed.

The graphs in figure 4.30 show the convergence of the solution with increasing
mesh density. While in the simplified model, the convergence is relatively
fast and evident, in the basic model, there is not enough data to perform
a deeper analysis. In both cases, however, models with linear elements are
stiffer than models with quadratic elements. Regardless of the choice of an
element, the results should converge to the same values, which explains why
the convergence curve is steeper for linear elements.
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Figure 4.29: Deformation curves of selected simulations.
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Figure 4.30: Stress at the last LS plotted against the mesh
density for different elements and models.

The graphs in figure 4.31 show the computation time of the simulations.
The simplified model shows significantly lower time requirements compared
to the basic model. The time of the longest simplified-model simulation
is comparable to the fastest simulation with the basic model. The longest
simulation took 72 minutes.
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Figure 4.31: Computation time plotted against the mesh
density for different elements and models.

4.2.5 Simulations set 2

This set of simulations is focused on the comparison between experimental
and numerical results.

Used parameters

The most accurate models were the basic model with three quadratic elements
SOLID187 along the edge of the CS and the simplified model with 10 quadratic
elements BEAM189 along the beams. Further simulations were performed
for these models, this time up to a maximum total deformation of 18 % at
100 loading steps. The total deformation of 18 % was chosen because it is
approximately the largest deformation without any contact among the beams
in the structure. With a larger deformation, it would be necessary to define
the interactions during contact among the elements to maintain accuracy,
which would significantly complicate and prolong the simulations procedure.
100 LS was chosen to obtain more detailed deformation curves.
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Results

Due to problems with the convergence of the solution, the simulation with
the simplified model was eventually not performed. It was tested to change
the length of the load-steps and mesh density and to switch between linear
and quadratic element. Even with the solution predictor turned off and
the convergence tolerance reduced, it was not possible to get past a total
deformation of around 3 %.

A comparison of the deformation curve from the experiment and the deforma-
tion curve obtained by simulation with the basic model with three SOLID187
elements along the edge of the CS is shown in the figure 4.32. The maximally
deformed structure is then shown in figure 4.33. Both curves are fairly close
in shape (not in the stress values) to about 3 % of deformation, then they
misalign. The calculation of this simulation took 7 hours and 49 minutes.
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Figure 4.32: Comparison of the stress-strain curves from
experiment and from the simulation with the basic model
with three SOLID187 elements along the edge of the CS.
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Figure 4.33: Deformed structure at a total deformation of 18 %.

4.2.6 Conclusion of the subchapter

Two structure models were introduced and validated against each other. It
was discovered that deeper analysis using the simplified beam model can
not be performed for two reasons. Firstly, the simplified model shows poor
convergence at larger prescribed compressive strain, and secondly, it is too
flexible to compare well with the experimental data. Even the selected
solid element model, which should give the most accurate results, does not
correspond very well with the results from the experiment. A more detailed
analysis of this difference is discussed in subchapter 6.2.
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Chapter 5

Explicit numerical simulations in LS-DYNA

As in the previous chapter, the goal here is to perform a large number of
simulations with different input parameters using the LS-DYNA program.
The quasi-static problem will be converted into a dynamic problem with
the search for the strain-rate, in which the results still correspond to the
quasi-static problem, and at the same time, the simulations require acceptable
computation time. While APDL is a programming language that allows code
algorithmization, LS-DYNA scripts can not be algorithmized in any way. The
entire automation process is thus again transferred to Matlab.

5.1 Auxiliary scripts and functions

Several functions and scripts have been written to automate simulations in
LS-DYNA. Although it would be possible to write the whole automation
process in only one script for each specimen, such code would very likely be
relatively complex and confusing. Therefore, the automation process was
divided into several sub-scripts, which slightly prolong the experimenter’s
work in fulfilling the tasks of this work, however, they provide a greater
overview of the ongoing processes. Also, thanks to their versatility, some
scripts and functions might be utilized beyond this thesis. Two scripts and
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two functions, which were necessary for this work, but might have a broader
application, are presented in this subchapter.

5.1.1 Script for mesh conversion from .cdb to .k format

The process of mesh creation in LS-DYNA works significantly differently from
APDL. While in APDL, the creation of the mesh is controlled by several
commands directly in the source script, in the script for LS-DYNA, it is
necessary to have already defined a list of all nodes with their coordinates
and a list of all elements with their corresponding nodes. Mesh can be
created in preprocessing applications, such as LS PrePost, but it is still a
complex algorithmic or manual operation. In order to automate the mesh
creation process, the opportunity of exporting the mesh from APDL with the
command CDWRITE in the format .cdb was used. An example of a mesh
in such a format is shown in figure 5.1a. However, the mesh inserted in the
source script for LS-DYNA must have a different format - .k. An example of
the same mesh in such a format is shown in figure 5.1b.

Therefore, a script called cdb2k.m was written in which only two directories
have to be specified. First directory containing one or more meshes in .cdb
format and the second one into which the meshes should be reformated.
The script then searches the files stored in the input directory, selects those
with the suffix .cdb and automatically converts them one by one with their
respective names to the output directory, this time with the suffix .k. The
use of the script is limited to tetrahedral and hexahedral linear elements only.

5.1.2 Functions for substituting variables in a text file

Because it is not convenient to use variables for numeric or text values in
the LS-DYNA scripts by *PARAMETER command, one universal header
was created for each specimen, in which the variable names are marked
with an asterisk on both sides (for example *sample_variable*). Their
value is then controlled by another script in Matlab using a function named
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(a) : Format .cdb.

(b) : Format .k.

Figure 5.1: Examples of writing a mesh of the cube
formed by one hexagonal element in two different formats.

func_variables_substitution.m, which finds the variables marked in this way
and replaces their names with the specified numeric or text values.

The input to this function is the path to the text file, in which the variables
are to be replaced, and the structure (a form of data type in Matlab) that
contains numeric and text variables. The function searches in the text file for
the variable names corresponding to the variable names in the structure and
replaces them with their values (numeric values or other texts). Since the
function in the text file first replaces the text variables and then the numeric
variables, it is possible to insert text with the names of other numerical
variables, which the user wants to substitute in the script. An example of
how this function works is shown in the figure 5.2.
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(a) : Text file before running the function.

(b) : Script pro substituting the variables.

(c) : Text file after running the function.

Figure 5.2: Illustration of using the function for substituting the variables.

For operation with LS-DYNA, the format for inserting numeric variables was
set in such a way, that the maximum number of valid digits was maintained,
and at the same time, the requirements for the maximum length of numbers
were met.

This relatively simple but very effective function has become the basis of the
process of automating the generation of .k scripts for parametric simulations.
To create any number of scripts, it was only necessary to write one header
with generally defined variables, which was then copied and modified multiple
times using this function.

5.1.3 Script for automated k-script solving

Very often, one has more .k scripts ready and would like to have them all
solved. Because it would be necessary to manually run the solution of each of
them individually using the LS-Run application, a script called LSD_solver.m
was written, which performs this work automatically.
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The prerequisite for its operation is that each k-script is stored in its own
folder, and all these folders are located in a single common directory. In
the script, the path to this directory and the path to the solver have to be
defined. The script then automatically detects the names of the folders in
the directory and solves the individual .k scripts one by one.

Because the base license does not allow the use of multiple processor threads,
this script runs .k scripts on only a single thread at a time. Automated
parallel solution of several .k scripts at once would be possible only with
advanced programming skills. However, in addition to the running solving
script, it is possible to manually run the solution of other .k scripts in another
application (for example, in LS-Run) up to the number that the license allows.
The solving script recognizes that the given .k script has already been solved
(or is currently being solved) and skips its solution. In addition, due to the
nature of this work, the time required to solve individual .k scripts varied
significantly. To solve dozens or hundreds of .k scripts, it was usually needed
to run only some of the most time-consuming ones manually via LS-Run,
while in the meantime, the rest was automatically solved by the solving script.

5.1.4 Function for calculating the area between two curves

The area between the calculated and the prescribed deformation curve was
used as the measure of accuracy in this work. Such metric was already used
in the implicit simulations, but in that case, all deformation curves were
defined at the same values of deformation, and the calculation of the area
was relatively straightforward. To determine the area between two general
multilinear curves, the function func_area_between_curves.m was written.
The inputs are the vectors x and y of one curve, the vectors x and y of the
second curve, and the limits of x values for which the area is to be calculated.
The function returns the exact area (only limited by numerical precision)
between the curves, regardless of whether the vectors of x values will be
defined at different points or how many intersections the curves have.
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5.2 Cube

This subchapter is dedicated to parametric explicit simulations of quasi-static
deformation of the homogeneous cube presented in the subchapter 3.1.

5.2.1 Investigated simulation parameters

Simulations were mainly focused on the parameters presented in this section.

Deformation speed mode

Two deformation speed modes were used. Constant one with constant de-
formation speed during the whole simulation, which is characterized by a
sudden introduction of a deformation speed at the beginning of the simula-
tion. This leads to some initial oscillations of the specimen’s body at higher
strain-rates and therefore distorting the initial linear part of the stress-strain
curve. To mitigate this problem, a linearly increasing deformation speed
mode was introduced. Such simulations begin with the specimen at rest, and
the deformation speed linearly increases to a maximum value of double the
equivalent constant speed. This mode can be used either to get more precise
results or to use higher strain-rates with similar results. Both modes are
compared in figure 5.3.

The strain-rate corresponding to the constant deformation speed mode refers
to the actual strain-rate during the simulation, while the strain-rate corre-
sponding to the linearly increasing deformation speed mode refers to the
average strain-rate during the simulation.
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deformation speed

time
end of simulationstart of simulation

constant
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0

Figure 5.3: Deformation speed modes.

Mesh density

The density of the mesh given by the number of elements along the edge of
the cube was varied in range of 2-20. One element along the edge was not
chosen due to very poor results or negative volume error messages, which
terminated the simulations.

Mesh type

In the simulations, mapped and the free meshes were varied. Because a script
was produced for transferring mesh from APDL to LS-DYNA, the mesh used
in these simulations is identical to the mesh in the previous chapter for better
comparability of the results.

Elements

A total of 6 element formulations were used - 3 hexagonal (ELFORM 1, 2,
and 3) for the mapped mesh and 3 tetrahedral (ELFORM 10, 16, and 17) for
the free mesh:
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. ELFORM 1 - constant stress hexahedron. ELFORM 2 - fully integrated S/R hexahedron. ELFORM 3 - fully integrated quadratic 8-noded hexahedron with nodal

rotations. ELFORM 10 - 1 point constant stress tetrahedron. ELFORM 16 - fully integrated 5-point 10-noded tetrahedron. ELFORM 17 - fully integrated 5-point 10-noded tetrahedron [27,30,31]

Material models

2 material models were used - MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC (MAT_003)
and MAT_ISOTROPIC_ELASTIC_PLASTIC (MAT_012):

.MAT_003 - Model suitable for the definition of isotropic or kinematic
hardening with the possibility of including strain-rate effects. The model
was defined without the inclusion of strain-rate effects and with isotropic
hardening. The input parameters are Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio,
yield strength, tangential modulus, and density..MAT_012 - Very economical model with isotropic hardening without
the possibility of including strain-rate effects. The input parameters are
shear modulus, bulk modulus, yield strength, tangential modulus, and
density [30].

strain-rate

Different strain-rates were considered in the simulations to find the optimal
one with a quasi-static stress-strain curve and short computation time. Used
strain-rates were selected as geometric series with a common ratio of 2.
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5.2.2 Principles of simulations

The following simulations are based on the implicit simulations described
in the subchapter 4.1 and are configured to be as similar as possible. The
material model parameters stay the same, the mesh is exactly the same, and
the cube base is also supported in the same way.

In these simulations, however, the reaction forces are not only read from the
upper wall but from the lower one as well. Using *DATABASE_BNDOUT
command the upper wall reaction forces are saved in bndout file and using
*DATABASE_NODFOR command the lower wall reaction forces are saved
in nodfor file. This way, it is possible to investigate the inertial forces in the
specimen based on the difference of these two reactions.

While for implicit simulations, a forced displacement was defined in each
load-step, in explicit simulations, a continuous speed of the nodes in the upper
wall of the cube is prescribed. Time-step is then defined for which the speci-
fied results are written to the output files. The *CONTROL_HOURGLASS
command prevents hourglass modes. Hourglass control type 6 was cho-
sen, as it should be effective for honeycomb structures, and therefore well
suited for future use [32]. The commands *DATABASE_GLSTAT and
*DATABASE_MATSUM both create output files in which it is possible to
check the energy balance of the model. Computation time is read from
lsrun.out.txt output file.

5.2.3 Automation

The automation process combines several different scripts that need to be run
manually in an appropriate order. An overview of the automation process is
shown in figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Block diagram of the simulations performation
process in LS-DYNA with the cube.

Prerequisites

The following folders and files must be stored in the same directory for proper
functioning (see figure 5.5):

. folder 1_mesh_cdb - mesh in format .cdb will be saved here. folder 2_mesh_k - mesh in format .k will be saved here. folder 3_assembled_k_scripts - assembled .k scripts will be saved here. folder APDL - working directory for APDL. folder parameters - parameters of APDL simulations, which generate
mesh, will be saved here
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. folder txt_files - auxiliary .txt files for assembling .k scripts are stored
here. file A_cdb_mesh_generation_cube.m - script which controls the mesh
generation in APDL. file B_cdb2k.m - script for mesh conversion from .cdb to .k format. file C_Matlab_central_script_LSD_cube.m - script which is the foun-
dation of the automation process. file D_LSD_solver.m - script, which solves the assembled .k scripts. file fsoGetShortPath.m - downloaded function, which converts path
according to Windows conventions [33]. file func_area_between_curves.m - function, which calculates area be-
tween two curves. file func_variables_substitution.m - function which substitutes variables
in .k scripts. file APDL_cdb_mesh_generation_cube.txt - script for mesh generation. file APDL_generate_all_meshes_cube.txt - script, which runs all created
APDL simulations and generates mesh. file header_cube.txt - header with simulation commands, which is used
in every .k script

Conduction of parametric simulations

The process of automation was divided into several steps:

. 1. Mesh generation
In the script A_mesh_generation.m, the range of mesh densities for
which mesh files will be generated can be defined. The mesh will be
generated in both mapped and free types, and the selected range may
be higher than the one that will be used later in the simulations. The
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Figure 5.5: Necessary items in the directory.

script is derived from the central script controlling the simulations of
the cube in subchapter 4.1, so by running it, it will compile several
parameter files in the folder parameters and create an APDL script
named APDL_generate_all_meshes_cube. After loading this script into
the APDL, it starts the mesh creation process, while individual mesh
files in the .cdb format will be saved in the A_mesh_cdb folder under
specific names. Then cdb2k.m script has to be run, which converts the
mesh to .k format and saves it under the same name (but with a different
extension) to the 2_mesh_k folder.. 2. Preprocessing - .k scripts assembly
In the script C_Matlab_centra_script_LSD_cube.m parameters for
which .k scripts will be created can be defined - the range of the mesh
density, hexahedral elements for the mapped mesh and tetrahedral ele-
ments for the free mesh, material models, strain-rates, and deformation
speed modes. Because the assembly of the .k scripts is relatively complex,
the material model, elements, and deformation speed modes can be se-
lected only from those presented in the subsection 5.3.1. Running a script
set to generate .k scripts will generate simulation .k scripts with all com-
binations of defined parameters using the func_variables_substitution.m
function by merging the header with substituted parameters, the corre-
sponding mesh file, and some extra auxiliary text files.
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. 3. Solution - .k scripts solving
Running the script D_LSD _solver.m will gradually solve the individual
scripts. To shorten the total computation time, it is advisable to run
several of the most time-consuming simulations manually using the
LS-Run application.. 4. Posprocessing - results reading and processing
By running the script C_Matlab_central_script_LSD_cube.m set to
load the results, the simulation results (deformation curves and simulation
durations) are loaded into one united database.

5.2.4 Simulations set 1

In the initial attempts to simulate the quasi-static deformation of the cube, it
was found that while maintaining truly quasi-static conditions (at strain-rate
0.5 mm/s), these simulations were extremely time-consuming - it would take
years or decades to solve simulations similar to those in the previous chapter.
It was therefore decided that the solution time must be significantly reduced
in some way. This was achieved by increasing the strain-rate (and thus
shortening the simulation time) and by introducing the linearly increasing
displacement speed mode, which mitigates the wave behaviour of the specimen
at high strain-rates. This first parametric study is therefore focused primarily
on comparison between the two displacement speed modes and the selection
of a suitable strain-rate, at which the results will correspond to the results
of quasi-static simulations, and simultaneously the time required for their
computation will be reduced to a minimum.

Used parameters

A total of 648 simulations was created, where displacement speed modes,
strain-rates, material models, mesh densities, mesh types, and element formu-
lations were varied. Used parameters are summarised in figure 5.6. The cube
was only deformed to a strain of 2,5 % to capture the wave behaviour in this
range with a total of 1001 points at which the results were read.
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Figure 5.6: Scheme of used parameters for simulations
set 1 with the cube in LS-DYNA.

Results

Figure 5.7 shows all calculated deformation curves sorted into six groups
according to used deformation speed mode and strain-rate. Comparing the
two deformation speed modes, it can be seen that the linearly increasing defor-
mation speed mode gives more accurate results with a lot smaller oscillations.
At constant deformation speed mode, the deformation curve gets disoriented
right at the beginning of the simulation, which is caused by the sudden speed
introduction. The amplitudes of the waves are higher in comparison with
the other mode. At the linearly increasing deformation speed mode, the
theoretically linear part of the curve stays linear, and wave behaviour of
the material starts manifesting when the curves pass the yield point. The
amplitudes of the waves are smaller in comparison with the other mode, and
the reaction forces from both walls are more uniform (the area surrounding
the curves is thinner). Additionally, the curves near the linear part and yield
point are smoother because more data is read from the simulations at the
beginning than at the end.

strain-rate 600 s−1 was chosen to be the best for further research. Although
the deformation curve is still a little wavy, the resulting inaccuracies will be
negligible when the simulations are performed up to higher strains. This
strain-rate might also be used in further simulations on the structure as
the resulting errors will be minor considering the measurement errors of the
material parameters. And because different parts of the structure reach yield
stress at different times, the resulting wave behaviour might be even less
impactful.
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(a) : strain-rate 300 s−1, linearly increasing deformation speed.

(b) : strain-rate 300 s−1, constant deformation speed.

Figure 5.7: Comparison of prescribed and numerically calculated stress-strain
curves for multiple strain-rates and two types of deformation speed modes (curves
display the average stress calculated from reactions of the top and bottom walls, the

edges of the area surrounding them are stresses from these walls).

The energy balance of the model was also checked for the performed sim-
ulations. When examining several randomly selected simulations with the
highest strain-rate, it was found that, except for the first few time-steps, the
internal energy of the model is always at least several orders of magnitude
higher than the kinetic energy of the model. This means that the deformation
forces are dominant in comparison with the kinetic forces.
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(c) : strain-rate 600 s−1, linearly increasing deformation speed.

(d) : strain-rate 600 s−1, constant deformation speed.

Figure 5.7: Comparison of prescribed and numerically calculated stress-strain
curves for multiple strain-rates and two types of deformation speed modes (curves
display the average stress calculated from reactions of the top and bottom walls, the

edges of the area surrounding them are stresses from these walls).

5.2.5 Simulations set 2

After finding out the most suitable deformation speed mode (linearly increas-
ing) and strain-rate (600 s−1), this study aims to select more accurate of the
two introduced material models.
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(e) : strain-rate 1200 s−1, linearly increasing deformation speed.

(f) : strain-rate 1200 s−1, constant deformation speed.

Figure 5.7: Comparison of prescribed and numerically calculated stress-strain
curves for multiple strain-rates and two types of deformation speed modes (curves
display the average stress calculated from reactions of the top and bottom walls, the

edges of the area surrounding them are stresses from these walls).

Used parameters

A total of 108 simulations was created, where material models, mesh densities,
mesh types, and element formulations were varied. Used parameters are
summarised in figure 5.8. The cube was deformed to a strain of 50 % to
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examine the divergence of the deformation curves with a total of 5001 points
at which the results were read.
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3, 12 

Figure 5.8: Scheme of used parameters for simulations
set 2 with the cube in LS-DYNA.

Results

In the figure 5.9 deformation curves from all simulations are presented. It can
be seen that all deformation curves from the simulations diverge relatively
quickly from the prescribed solution. At low strains, the curves of the
corresponding pairs of simulations differing by the material model overlap
almost exactly. The difference becomes more visible at higher strains, where
the curves are more spread out. The majority of the curves follow a very
similar line (the thick blue and orange line with the highest stress), while the
other curves correspond mainly to simulations with element formulation 3.

Figure 5.10 displays the solution error dependence on the mesh density
calculated by the area between the numerical and prescribed deformation
curve on the whole interval of strains. Because the majority of the deformation
curves followed the same pattern, it is not surprising that the error stays
constant for almost all simulations using element formulations 1, 2, 10, 16,
and 17. Even though the simulations with element formulation 3 have the
lowest error, the fact that the results get worse with a denser mesh suggests
that these simulations should be evaluated very carefully. However, most
importantly, in all instances (except for two cases with the lowest mesh
density), material model 12 showed to be a little more accurate than material
model 3.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of prescribed and numerically calculated
stress-strain curves (curves display the average stress calculated from

reactions of the top and bottom walls, the edges of the area
surrounding them are stresses from these walls).
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Figure 5.10: Solution error plotted against mesh density for
different elements and material models.

The graph 5.11 shows the dependence of the solution time on the mesh density
for all used element formulations and both material models. It can be seen
that the difference in solution time between material models is negligible.
Given the fact that all simulations with material model 3 required 1183 s and
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all simulations with material model 12 required 1182 s, both material models
can be considered just as time-consuming. Therefore, material model 12 will
be used from now on.
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Figure 5.11: Computation time plotted against mesh density for
different elements and material models.

5.2.6 Simulations set 3

Knowing the better of the material models, the last simulations set was
performed, which basically only extends the results obtained in the last set
for higher mesh densities.

Used parameters

A total of 114 simulations was created, where only mesh density, mesh type,
and elforms were varied. Used parameters are summarised in figure 5.12. The
cube was deformed to a strain of 50 %, and results were read at 5001 points.
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Figure 5.12: Scheme of used parameters for simulations
set 3 with the cube in LS-DYNA.

Results

In the figure 5.13 it can be observed that cubes with all elements and all
densities except for element formulation 3 have very similar deformation
curves. Deformation curves of element formulation 3 look very different from
all other curves due to the higher flexibility of the cube.

Figure 5.13: Comparison of prescribed and numerically calculated
stress-strain curves (curves display the average stress calculated from

reactions of the top and bottom walls, the edges of the area
surrounding them are stresses from these walls).

In figures 5.14 and 5.15 continuing trends from the graphs 5.10 and 5.11
respectively are displayed. The error of the solutions stays almost constant for
all the mesh densities and element formulations except for element formulation
3. Despite simulations with element formulation 3 having smaller solution
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errors, the stress-strain curve is rather incorrect in the linear deformation
stage. Simulations with free mesh were generally much more time-consuming
than simulations with mapped mesh, which was caused by having many more
elements and nodes. Simulations with element formulation 17 were the most
time-consuming, while simulations with element formulation 1 were the least
time-consuming, with a difference of approximately two orders of magnitude.
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Figure 5.14: Solution error plotted against mesh density for different
elements and material models.
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Figure 5.15: Computation time plotted against mesh density for
different elements and material models.
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5.2.7 Conclusion of the subchapter

By evaluating the results of the parametric simulations, it was found that,
independently of any varied parameters, the numerical deformation curves
diverged significantly from the prescribed solution. At a deformation of around
45 %, the value of the stress in the numerical model is already approximately
twice as high as the prescribed one. This fundamentally limits the application
of the explicit FEM formulation for quasi-static simulations.

It was shown that linearly increasing deformation speed mode returns more
accurate results than constant deformation speed mode and the material
model 12 returns more accurate results than the material model 3, both with
almost the same computation costs. strain-rate of 600 s−1 was selected as the
ideal strain-rate, which both provides very accurate results and requires little
computation cost. Different element formulations with their corresponding
mesh types were examined, and all element formulations 1, 2, 10, 16, and
17 return very similar results. Element formulation 3 turned out to have a
smaller solution error but was inaccurate in the linear region of deformation.
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5.3 Auxetic structure

This subchapter is dedicated to parametric explicit simulations of quasi-static
deformation of the structure presented in the subchapter 3.2.

5.3.1 Investigated simulation parameters

Simulations were mainly focused on the parameters presented in this section.

strain-rate

Although a suitable strain-rate was established performing simulations with
the cube, simulations with different strain-rates will still be performed to
find how it contributes to results with the aim of shortening the computation
time even more.

Mesh density

The density of the mesh was given by the number of elements along the
cross-sectional edge of the beams in the structure. The mesh used in the
simulations was also transferred from APDL and therefore is exactly the same
as in subchapter 4.2.

Elements

Tetrahedral element formulations 10, 16, and 17 were varied, which were
introduced in the subsection 5.2.1.
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5.3.2 Principles of simulations

The principle of simulations does not change much compared to the pre-
vious chapters. The change from explicit simulations on a cube is the
determination of the deformation, which, as previously defined, is calcu-
lated from the displacements of 12 nodes. The list of ids of these 12
nodes for 3 different mesh densities was manually stored in the script
C_Matlab_central_script_LSD_structure.m. In the .k scripts, the com-
mand *SET_NODE_LIST defines the list of nodes for which the command
*DATABASE_HISTORY_NODE_SET outputs their displacements at de-
fined times to a file nodout. The displacements are then read and processed
as part of the results processing by the central Matlab script. The major
change compared to implicit simulations with the structure is the definition
of contact between elements, which is relatively easy to define in LS-DYNA
using command *CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SINGLE_SURFACE. Another
change compared to explicit simulations with the cube is the introduction
of mass scaling using command *CONTROL_TIMESTEP. Time-step was
always controlled by setting a scale factor of how much longer will the time-
step be in comparison with the initial time-step. Mass of small elements
creating the structure was then changed accordingly during the course of
the simulations. Reaction forces from the top and bottom plates are again
outputted to files bndout and nodfor respectively.

5.3.3 Automation

An overview of the automation process is in figure 5.16. The principle of
automation is very similar to the principle described in the subchapter 5.2.
Because the automation process is even simpler than the automation process
for the cube (only one displacement speed mode, one material model and one
mesh type is used), there is no need to analyze the automation principal any
further. Some automation processes were even skipped and done manually.
For example, 3 needed mesh files were exported from APDL manually and
because of high memory requirements, scripts were usually solved using
LS-Run manually, where specific memory was manually assigned.
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Figure 5.16: Block diagram of the simulations performation
process in LS-DYNA with the structure.

5.3.4 Simulations set 1

The objective of this simulations set is to find how different strain-rates
contribute to the resulting deformation curves.

Used parameters

A total of 12 simulations was created, where strain-rates and element formu-
lations were varied. For all simulations, only mesh density 2 was used, as it
is more accurate than MD 1 and not as costly as MD 3. Used parameters
are summarised in figure 5.17. The structure was deformed to a total strain
of 18 % so that no contact is involved in the simulations. This was done to
decrease the computation cost of the simulations by eliminating the contact
searching algorithm as well as to get deformation curves that are not affected
by different collapse processes. Results were read from a total of 1001 points
and a time-step scale factor 10 was used.
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STRAIN RATE 

Figure 5.17: Scheme of used parameters for simulations
set 1 with the structure in LS-DYNA.

Results

In the graph 5.18 deformation curves from all simulations can be seen in
comparison with the experimental data. It is clear that the deformation curves
are different for different strain-rates even though no strain-rate effects are
incorporated in the material model. Deformation curves change significantly
even for low strain-rate simulations, despite forces from the top and bottom
plates being very similar.
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Figure 5.18: Deformation curves of calculated simulations (curves display the
average stress calculated from reactions of the top and bottom plates, the edges

of the area surrounding them are stresses from these plates).

It can be seen that with lower strain-rates, the differences among deformation
curves get smaller and smaller. Simulations with even lower strain-rates
would be beneficial for deeper understanding, however, the longest simulation
already took almost 16 hours and simulations with even lower strain-rates
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were not feasible. Strain-rate of 80 s−1 was chosen for further simulations as
it offers relatively good computation times with little distortion from lower
strain-rate simulations. Moreover, at strains of 15 − 25 % the stress is very
similar to the stress of lower strain-rate simulations.

5.3.5 Simulations set 2

Following the previous simulations set, the objective of this simulations set is
to study the differences among different elements and different mesh densities.

Used parameters

9 simulations with all elements and all mesh densities were performed at
strain-rate of 80 s−1. Used parameters are summarised in figure 5.19. Results
were once again read from a total of 1001 points and time-step scale factor 10
was used. No contact was defined as the structure was deformed to a total
deformation of 18 %.

  ELEMENTS 

10, 16, 17 1-3 

MESH DENSITY 

Figure 5.19: Scheme of used parameters for simulations
set 2 with the structure in LS-DYNA.

Results

Two simulations with element formulation 16 and mesh densities 1 and 3
were prematurely terminated due to too big mass increases of some elements.
The first one was successfully solved by changing the time-step scale factor
from 10 to 8. In the second case, not only time-step scale factor was changed
from 10 to 8, but also element erosion had to be implemented. This was
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done by tweaking a scale factor dtmin in the *CONTROL_TERMINATION
command, and setting erode parameter in the *CONTROL_TIMESTEP to 1.
Thanks to that, during the course of the simulation, 4 problematic elements
were automatically deleted from the model for having too large mass increases.
With these modifications, a slight change of results might be expected.

In figure 5.20 all deformation curves are presented. It can be clearly seen
that the deformation curves of the simulations with element formulations 16
and 17 are very similar in shape to the experimental curve. Simulations with
element formulation 10, however, do not reflect the experimental data and
the other simulations data at all.
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Figure 5.20: Deformation curves of calculated simulations (curves display the
average stress calculated from reactions of the top and bottom plates, the edges of

the area surrounding them are stresses from these plates).

Computation times of the simulations are shown in figure 5.21. The longest
simulation took almost 33 hours and the shortest one 76 seconds. No relevant
change of results due to modifications of 2 simulations was observed.
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Figure 5.21: Computation time plotted against the mesh
density for different element formulations.

5.3.6 Simulations set 3

In this set, the exactly same simulations as in the previous set will be
performed to a higher total deformation.

Used parameters

The same parameters as in the previous set were used (see fig. 5.19). Com-
mand *CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SINGLE_SURFACE was used to imple-
ment contact between elements, and the structure was deformed to a total
deformation of 50 %.

Results

Simulations with MD=3 and EF 16 and 17 were not performed as their
estimated computation time was too high (71 and 134 hours, respectively).
Simulation with MD=1 and EF 17 terminated with report forrtl: severe (157):
Program Exception - access violation. It was discovered that by removing the
contact defining command, simulation would run flawlessly. Wrong command,
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however, can not be the primary cause of the error, as the same command
is used in all other simulations without issues. Checking on the internet,
no official explanation was found. According to some unverified discussion
forums information, this might be due to accessing memory the program is
not allowed to access.

Figure 5.22 shows all calculated deformation curves. The result of the contact
algorithm can be clearly seen as all deformation curves rise steeply at higher
strains. It can be seen that all simulations with EF 10 are not really similar to
neither the experimental results nor the other numerical results, and thus can
not be considered correct. Other simulations, however, share some similarities
among themselves and with the experimental data. The initial phase at
strains 0 − 20 % is very similar in shape among all curves. Even the shape of
the simulation curves is in general fairly similar to the experimental curve.
Deformed structures are presented in figure 5.23.
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Figure 5.22: Deformation curves of calculated simulations (curves display the
average stress calculated from reactions of the top and bottom plates, the edges of

the area surrounding them are stresses from these plates).

5.3.7 Conclusion of the subchapter

Running 3 sets of simulations, it was found that simulations with strain-rate
80 s−1 correspond quite well with the experimental results and have relatively
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(a) : EF 10, MD=1 (b) : EF 10, MD=2

(c) : EF 10, MD=3 (d) : EF 16, MD=1

(e) : EF 16, MD=2 (f) : EF 17, MD=2

Figure 5.23: Deformed structures at total deformation of 50 %.

acceptable computation costs. Element formulation 10 showed to be time-
efficient but very inaccurate, which significantly limits its use. Results of
simulations with element formulations 16 and 17 are very similar as well as
simulations with these elements but different mesh densities.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

This chapter explains why the linear material model was not considered in
the simulations, the achieved results are evaluated, and the informative value
of the obtained results is examined.

6.1 Omission of the linear material model

The inclusion of a linear material model was intentionally omitted from the
simulations. This significantly reduced the number of simulations that had
to be calculated and simplified the whole process of creating simulations.
The definition of a linear material model is suitable in those simulations
where it is assumed that the deformations will take place only in the linear
region. However, all simulations performed in this work extended relatively
far beyond the linear region, thus confirming that simulations with a linear
material model would indeed yield distorted results.
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6. Discussion ......................................
6.2 Evaluation of achieved results

In figure 6.1 the most representative simulations from both APDL and LS-
DYNA are compared with the experimental results. It can be seen that the
implicit simulations do not really match the experimental results. Moreover,
because defining contact in APDL is a relatively advanced task, the implicit
deformation curves do not extend to higher strains. On the other hand,
explicit simulations reflect the experimental results quite well, and thanks to
the easy contact definition, extend even beyond the experimental results.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of different deformation curves (edges of the
area along the curves reflect the standard deviation of strains).

Several factors can then cause the discrepancy among the simulations and
the experiment. Firstly, in APDL, the structure was deformed very sym-
metrically, while in LS-DYNA, the structure deformed in an uncontrolled
manner, similar to a real experiment. This explains why the stress only
rises in APDL simulations, while in LS-DYNA, there are multiple waves
in the deformation curve corresponding to collapses of the vertical beams.
The misalignment between experimental and explicit curves can be caused
by a wrongly assigned material model, which was determined from possibly
inaccurate parameters. Another reason for the inaccuracies is the printing
method, which is not capable of printing sharp edges and corners and thus
does not correspond well with the numerical models. Lastly, it can be caused
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by oversimplified numerical model, which unlike the real structure, does not
crack when deformed.

6.3 Evaluation of the applicability of results

All this work was closely focused on the study of the same structure with a
relatively small number of cells (3 × 3 × 2). However, in practical applications
where such structure might be used, the number of used cells can vary
significantly. Therefore, for a broader application of the results, it is crucial
to determine whether the data obtained from the simulations are transferable
to structures with a different number of cells.

To do this, the beam model of the structure presented in subsection 4.2.1
was used, for which the number of cells in the structure can be changed
parametrically and which has a relatively low computation cost. A script has
been written in Matlab that can be used to generate scripts with parameters
and the main script for running all simulations in APDL, very similar to the
ones in chapter 4. The same geometric dimensions of the cell and material
properties were used as in the rest of the work. The model used a quadratic
element BEAM189 with a mesh density given by three elements along the
beam. The structure was deformed to a total relative deformation of 1 %
in one single load-step, and only the number of cells was changed. For the
numbers of cells along the x and y axes in the range of 1-10, numbers of cells
along the z axis ranged 1-12.

Both graphs in figures 6.2 and 6.3 show that the stress decreases with
increasing number of cells (regardless of in which direction) and converges
to some value. Absolute values of stress in the graphs are not important,
rather the proportions between them are. It can be seen that the results for
the examined structure can vary largely, based on the number of cells. This
suggests, that the results are relevant mainly for analysis of structures with
very similar number of cells.
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Figure 6.2: Stress in the deformed structure plotted against number of cells
along the base axes and z axis (examined structure is highlighted in red).
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Many scripts and functions were presented to achieve the objectives of the
work, thanks to which a total of 1037 simulations were performed in 9
simulations sets. These scripts and functions can be later used to simulate the
same or similar problems with different parameters, or they can be used as
templates for other parametric studies. Thanks to simulations with the cube
always preceding simulations with the structure, better parameters could be
selected to maximize the value of the results, and computation times could
be effectively used.

In the chapter 4 two scripts for each specimen were introduced, which can
be used to automatically create and calculate parametric simulations in the
Ansys APDL environment. An exceptional accuracy of the obtained results
from the deformation of the cube was found, which very precisely copied
the prescribed solution. Furthermore, two computational models of the 3D
re-entrant honeycomb structure were created - one consisting of solid type
elements and the other simplified consisting of beam type elements. Differences
in their behaviour were demonstrated using parametric simulations, and the
results of one simulation with a solid model were compared with data from a
real experiment.
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7. Conclusion......................................
In the chapter 5 several scripts and functions were introduced, which together
automated the process of creating and calculating simulations in the LS-DYNA
environment. Parametric simulations of the deformation of the homogeneous
cube revealed a rapid divergence of the calculated deformation curve from the
prescribed solution. Nevertheless, the deformation speed mode and strain-rate
were presented, at which the results obtained are not marked by inertial forces
and which can be used to significantly shorten the calculation of quasi-static
simulations compared to using the real strain-rate used in experiments. In
simulations with the structure, both higher strain-rates and mass scaling were
used for computation time acceleration, which proved to be very effective.
A suitable combination of strain-rate and mass scaling factor was found,
which enabled an effective computation of many simulations. The resulting
deformation curves were compared with the experimental curve and showed
to be fairly similar.

A deeper analysis of similarities and differences among the results was pre-
sented in chapter 6 together with an explanation of why the linear material
model was not used. It was also demonstrated that the results from this work
do not reflect the 3D-reentrant honeycomb structure in general but reflect
only this specific structure with this number of cells.

In conclusion, there are also some further improvements which could be done
in this work, but are out of its scope. Contact could be defined among elements
in the APDL simulations on the structure to obtain correct deformation curves
even for higher strains. A better LS-DYNA solver which could solve multiple
scripts at the same time would be convenient for a faster solution without
manual work. Finally, the input parameters could be tweaked so that the
numerical results correspond better to the experimental ones. Nevertheless, a
solid foundations for future work have been laid.

All presented scripts, functions, and results (saved in .mat files, not the
original ones) are attached to this work.
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